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L2/17-106R proposed the encoding of several characters required for the writing of Pali in the Lao script. This proposal requests the encoding of one more character, Lao Yamakkan, to further support Lao Pali in the UCS. This will not only facilitate proper digitization of existing documents but also allow contemporary use of the character.

Certain Pali publications in the Lao script use a sign cognate with Thai Character Yamakkan ຟ to denote a consonant that is shared between the preceding syllable and the succeeding syllable at the inter-syllabic boundary. From [1]:

This may be translated as:

“2. Maiyāma(k)kāra “This figure ” happiness “ is to be written on top of consonantal clusters (When the sign ” happiness “ is on top of a consonant and if there are other consonants or vowels in front of it, it is to be pronounced 1st consonant half and a 2nd consonant half) as follows”

```
In essence, this sign appears to mark a consonant that is simultaneously a part of two consonant clusters (by splitting itself into two halves). The first half is associated with the preceding syllable and the second half with the succeeding syllable. This is different from gemination where a consonant doubles itself.

gatvā = ga_t_vā

dīsvā = dī_s_vā

It probably applies to consonantal clusters that are composed of a varga (plosive/nasal) and non-varga (glide/liquid/fricative) consonants. However, the current attestation is only limited to clusters with -v, -y or -h as the final consonant.

The Lao term Yamakkan is most likely to be derived from the Pali/Sanskrit term yamaka-kāra, which can be roughly translated as the twin letter.

A parallel usage is also seen in some Thai orthographies for Pali that differentiate consonant clusters based on their components. Here, Thai Thanthakhat U+0E4C is used for normal clusters and Yamakkan U+0E4E for varga/von-varga clusters.

(From [2])

Visual Appearance

The character is attached at the top-right position of a consonant and usually extends over the succeeding character as seen below. An alternate positioning over a single base is also attested in [1].

(From [2])
In Pali text, the character appears almost always with the sign Pali Virama U+0EBA as evident by the above samples. As the sign applies to a dead consonant (that becomes eventually split), it should be recommended that the sign follow the sign Pali Virama in terms of input order as shown below.

\[
\text{አereço} = \text{አ} + \text{ DatabaseReference} + \text{ Autism } + \text{ Autism }
\]

\[
\text{Events} = \text{Events} + \text{ DatabaseReference} + \text{ Autism }
\]

However, when appearing amidst Lao text it is common for it to appear without the Pali Virama.

There is also a glyphic variation of the character taking a form similar to that of Thai Yamakkan over a single base.

(From https://laofonts.tripod.com/keymap_Khunburom.html)

**Interaction with Tone Marks**

As a Pali-specific character, it is very unlikely that Lao Yamakkan will ever appear alongside tone marks (The are currently no attestations that we know of). However, if there is a need to place a tone mark over a syllable, it can adhere to the usual Lao script grammar, by following the Yamakkan in terms of input order and be placed over it similar to other top-positioned vowel signs.
Character to be encoded

We propose to encode the following character in the Lao block of the UCS with the associated character properties.

OECE  Lao Yamakkan

OECE;LAO YAMAKKAN;Mn;0;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;

Indic Syllable Properties

It must be noted that the Thai Yamakkan is assigned a Indic Syllable Property of “Pure Killer”. But this does not match Lao Yamakkan’s attested usage. As discussed earlier, even though the description might appear to suggest gemination, it rather denotes the sharing of a consonant between two syllables. Therefore, it is proposed to classify it as a syllable modifier rather than a gemination mark.

The following addition should be made to the IndicSyllabicCategory.txt file under:

# Indic_Syllabic_Category=Syllable_Modifier
OECE ; Syllable_Modifier # Mn LAO YAMAKKAN

Indic Positional Category

The following addition should be made to the IndicPositionCategory.txt file under:

# Indic_Positional_Category=Top
OECE ; Top # Mn LAO YAMAKKAN

Collation

The character must be collated after Lai Sign Pali Virama U+0EBA.
Additional Attestations

From [3]:

Yāmakkan  n. mark directed consonants for reading the cluster consonants (s.) (figure as follows: ^^)
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